
Sewing Machines for this class are provided by Brother and Moore’s Sewing 
Center.

Due to safety concerns and contractual obligations, you are NOT permitted to 
use any machine other than the machines provided by Brother.

The following supply list may state that you need to bring your own sewing 
machine. THIS IS NOT CORRECT. Please do not bring your own sewing 
machine to this class.

PLEASE CONTINUE TO PAGE 2 FOR THE INSTRUCTOR’S SUPPLY LIST.



 

Pat Harrison’s 
Easy Peasy Circles Quilt 

Supply List 
Road to California 2020 

 
1. A 1200" (30 - 2½ strip) or 1600" (40 - 2½" strip) jelly roll sewn together into one long strip using   
mitered or butted joins. You can join full strips or cut each strip at the fold, shuffle your strips, and join back 
together. This needs to be done before you come to the class. You may also decide to create the jelly 
roll top and bring it to class ready to inset with circles. Your choice 
 
2. Scrap fabrics for practice circle insertion: a 10” square and an 8” square  
 
3. Fabrics for circle insets: about 10-20 ranging in size from 8” to 3” squares for gradating circles as in sample.  
 
4. Freezer Paper  
 
5. Olfa™ or similar Circle Cutter - if you have one, or a compass.  
 
6. Elmer’s™ White School Glue – small bottle (not glue pens, the glue is too runny)  
 
7. Iron - Rowenta™ travel or Continental™ Platinum dry - it must be able to get very hot to heat set!  
 
8. Hard surface pressing board  
 
9. Your usual Sewing Supplies, including paper scissors and fine point embroidery scissors (like Gingher ™ 
    Model #4014)  
 
10. Heavy Duty or Regular Spray Starch with cap  
 
11. Small paint brush for starch  
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